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3 Stone Diamond Ring Website Launched

Shoppers across the country utilize a new three stone settings engagement rings website to buy discount 1-3
carat, 18k white gold, yellow gold, platinum, princess cut , pave set and Channel set rings for sale before
Valentine's Day, 2010.

Dec. 21, 2009 - PRLog -- 3StoneDiamondRing.org, a new online store for 3 stone diamond rings, is happy
to announce a way for shoppers to find cheap engagement rings online at extremely attractive prices in
advance of this coming Valentine's Day on February, 14, 2010.

The website (http://3stonediamondring.org/) is an online shop specializing in three stone engagement rings.
Over the past few years there's been a shift in consumers' taste when it comes to engagement rings. Before
it was very popular to have one single diamond mounted on the ring. Most popular cuts were princess,
round, pear and oval. However, more and more men are starting to buy their fiancees so-called 3-stone
rings as they symbolize the past, present and future. Furthermore, many woman just love receiving a ring
with three brilliant diamonds sitting next to each other mounted onto a precious metal ring.

The website makes it extremely easy for shoppers to find and order the ring of their choice. With prices
ranging all the way from $1,000 to $19,000 customers should have no trouble finding a ring that best suits
their needs. In terms of metals customer have the choice between the popular 18k white gold, yellow gold
and platinum. For diamond cuts customers will find princess cut, round, pave set and Channel Set among
others. In addition the online store offers rings with diamonds ranging in weight from 1.00 carat, 2.00 carat
to 3.00 carat. 

Lastly, customers should find the shopping experience to be very convenient as they'll have the choice to
check out with MasterCard, Visa, PayPal and Google Checkout.

# # #

3StoneDiamondRing.org is an online shop where visitors can buy high quality and genuine three stone
diamond engagement rings online at discount prices.

To learn more please visit:
http://3stonediamondring.org/
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